
 
 

Aviation economics and a new runway 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
The economic impact of UK aviation:   FACTS · FIGURES · ISSUES 
 

In lobbying for ever more favourable tax treatment and ever more airport capacity, the UK aviation industry 
claims that gargantuan economic benefits would be generated for the UK if its taxes were to be reduced 
and if more runway capacity were to be provided. 
The following facts and figures will hopefully lead to a more informed debate.  

 
Who’s flying where and why? 
 

Business flights accounted for less than a sixthof all international travel to/from UK airports last year.1 

 Business travel has fallen both in percentage terms and in absolute terms for the past 15 
years.2 

 The growth in UK air travel since the early 1990s has been predominantly driven by leisure travel, 
particularly outbound leisure travel by UK residents.  As a result, the UK trade deficit on air travel 
and tourism worsenedfrom £1.3 billion in 1990 to.£12.1 billion last year.3. 

 Heathrow flew over a million passengers to Miami last year but flew less than a million passengers 
to the whole of mainland China4.  It flew more people to Nice than to either Beijing or Shanghai.5 

 Meanwhile, Gatwick flew 25 times more people to Spain than to all four ‘BRIC’ countries 
combined(Brazil, Russia, India and China).6 

 There is no evidence that UK business travellers are missing out on international opportunities due 
to a shortage of airport capacity in the south east. If, in fact, there was demand for ten times as 
many daily flights to China, airports in the south east could handle that ‘tomorrow’, without any 
additional runway capacity.7 

 Less than half.(48%) of the UK population flew last year whereas 10% flew four or more times, 
accounting for almost half (47%) of all flights.8 

 ABC1s are the predominant users of leisure air travel (74%) and the average household income for 
leisureflyers in 2013 was £52,100.9.Those with household income in excess of £115,000 accounted 
for more than a fifth (21%) of all flights in 2013.10 

 

Fair taxes for aviation? 
 

 Air Passenger Duty (APD) raised £3.2 billion in 2014/1511 but APD rates would need to bemore 
than four times their current level to match the value of the industry’s blanket exemption from fuel 
duty and VAT.12 

 If airlines paid the same level of fuel duty and VAT as road users, the cost to UK aviation would be 
an additional £11.4 billion a year.13 

 The 1997 Treaty of Amsterdam enshrined the principle that the ‘polluter should pay’ into EU law.14  
However, almost 18 years on, the aviation industry is still not held to account for the environmental 
damage it causes, either locally or globally. 

 The Airports Commission has so far ducked the issue of dealing with aviation’s carbon 
emissionsbut its own analysis indicates that to contain aviation emissions within the limits 

•   Airport expansion is often justified on the basis of meeting the needs of  
UK businesses. But in fact business travel is falling. 
 

•   Aviation benefits from substantial tax breaks that artificially boost  
demand and do not reflect the polluter pays principle. 
 

• The economic case for runway expansion is weak: with larger, fuller  
aircraft facilitating passenger growth, there is no airport capacity crisis 
 

 Financial benefits for the aviation industry should not be conflated with  
economic benefits for the UK as a whole. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



recommended by the Committee on Climate Change would need air fares to riseby an average of 
£63 by 2050.15 

 
 

 
Is there really a runway capacity crisis? 
 

 The UK has more commercial runways than either Germany, France, Spain or Italy.  We even 
have more runway capacity than Japan, also an island trading nation, which has twice our 
population and twice our GDP.16 

 The UK has sufficient runway capacity to handle three times the Department for Transport (DfT) 
forecast for 2030 and twice its forecast for 2050.17 

 Most commentators focus on the number of air passengers.  However, in relation to runway 
capacity, the important issue is the number of air transport movements (ATMs) rather than the 
number of passengers.  Significantly, since year 2000, the number of ATMs has grown by just 
0.6%,.from 2,045,484 to 2,058,543 in 2014.18 

 Over the same period, the number of air passengers has grown by 32%.  The explanation is that 
aircraft are becoming ever larger and are flying with fewer empty seats.19 

 In 2000, a passenger aircraft arriving at, or departing from, a UK airport, carried an average of93 
passengers and in 2014 it carried an average of 119.20 

 

Implications of a new south east runway for the UK regions 
 

 The south eastaccounts for 35% of the UK population21 but its airports handle over 62%22of UK 
air travel.  As a consequence, runway capacity is relatively tight in the south east, in stark contrast 
to the rest of the UK. 

 Partly as a result of capacity being tight in the south east, UK regional airports have, in recent 
years, significantly expanded the number of destinations that they directly serve.  To build additional 
runway capacity in the south east would.reverse this trend.23 

 If, as recommended by the Committee on Climate Change, UK aviation has to operate within a 
fixed carbon emissions budget24the provision of more capacity in the south east will leave almost 
no scope.for expansion at regional airports.25 

 

Myths and misrepresentations by the aviation industry 
 

 One of the ways in which the industry manages to arrive at hugely inflated claims of economic 
benefits of a new runway is to extrapolate all its assumedeconomicbenefits for 60 years after a new 
runway comes into service – i.e. to 2085/86 [!] inrelation to the current Gatwick and Heathrow 
expansion proposals.26 

 Another common misrepresentation is to.conflate financial benefits.to airport owners with 
economic benefits for the UK, and in this context it is worth noting that both Gatwick and 
Heathrow are ultimately held under foreign ownership. 

 Nowhere are the aviation industry’s claims more inflated than in relation to thenumber of jobs it 
provides.  The ONS Annual Business Survey is the definitive source for monitoring UK employment 
by business sector and the DfT relied upon the ABS in its 2013 Aviation Policy Framework, which 
states that the UK air transportsector provides 120,000 direct UK jobs.  Significantly, this is 40% 
fewer than assessed by the DfT on the same basis in in 2003.27 

 Employment in UK air transport continues to fall, with the latest figures showing it now only provides 
116,000 direct jobs in the UK.28 The rise of low cost carriers, and web-based bookings and check-
in systems are believed to be the main reasons behind the decline in employment in the UK air 
transport sector.  

 
 
 

 

AirportWatch is an umbrella movement uniting the national environmental organisations, airport community 
groups, and individuals opposed to unsustainable aviation expansion,  

and its damaging environmental effects, including climate change &noise. 
 

If you would like more information, or to discuss the issues, please get in touch. 
40 Bermondsey Street,  London  SE1 3UD    Tel: 0203 102 1509Email: info@airportwatch.org.uk 

Web: www.airportwatch.org.uk 
 

Briefing from AirportWatch (June 2015). 

Briefings on other aspects of the runways debate are on the AirportWatch website--http://tinyurl.com/MP-Briefings 

A common error is to conflate financial benefits to airport owners with economic benefits for the UK.  

 Tax on aviation should be increased to reflect the sector’s environmental damage 
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